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the meaning of sacred is dedicated or set apart for the service or worship of a deity
how to use sacred in a sentence sacred the power being or realm understood by religious
persons to be at the core of existence and to have a transformative effect on their
lives and destinies other terms such as holy divine transcendent ultimate being or
ultimate reality mystery and perfection or purity have been used for this domain the
solemnity of the sacred heart of jesus which falls on the friday following the octave
of corpus christi is a significant feast in the catholic church in 2024 this solemnity
is celebrated on june 7 on the sacred grounds of ura kidane mihret aba gebresilase
abebe donning a humble black robe and traditional monk s hat found peace under a shaded
tree he is one of the monks who has spent pertaining to or connected with religion
secular or profane sacred music sacred books reverently dedicated to some person
purpose or object a morning hour sacred to study synonyms consecrated regarded with
reverence the sacred memory of a dead hero the sacred appears in myths sounds ritual
activity people and natural objects through retelling the myth the divine action that
was done in the beginning is repeated the repetition of the sacred action symbolically
duplicates the structure and power that established the world originally the sacred by
definition pervades all dimensions of life within the kind of religious apprehension
that is expressed in sacred myth and ritual however there is a special focus on time
place cosmos and active agents heroes ancestors divinities considered to be holy and
deserving respect especially because of a connection with a god sacred relics temples
this area is sacred to the apaches c1 connected with religion sacred music writings c2
considered too important to be changed his daily routine is absolutely sacred to him
looking horse is spiritual leader of the lakota dakota and the nakota oyate in south
dakota and the 19th keeper of the sacred white buffalo calf woman pipe and bundle he
describes the white sacred describes something that is dedicated or set apart for the
service or worship of a deity 1 is considered worthy of spiritual respect or devotion
or inspires awe or reverence among believers the property is often ascribed to objects
a sacred artifact that is venerated and blessed or places sacred ground almighty and
eternal god look upon the heart of thy most beloved son and upon the praises and
satisfaction which he offers thee in the name of sinners and to those who implore thy
mercy in thy great goodness grant forgiveness in the name of the same jesus christ thy
son who livest and reignest with thee forever and ever amen sacred comparative more
sacred superlative most sacred characterized by solemn religious ceremony or religious
use especially in a positive sense consecrated made holy the sacred heart is the actual
heart of christ and also indicates his love for humanity the catechism of the catholic
church says the prayer of the church venerates and honors the heart of jesus just as it
invokes his most holy name the kaw rematriated a part of its kansas heritage over the
weekend a sacred rock they call grandfather that they had to leave behind when the
tribe was forcibly relocated to oklahoma on the sacred tower painting location there
are several special paintings you can discover while playing elden ring shadow of the
erdtree finding one of these paintings requires you to solve a this amazing bestseller
will change your life only 1 pray with catholics everywhere to save america litany of
the sacred heart lord have mercy christ have mercy lord have mercy christ hear us
christ graciously hear us god the father of heaven have mercy on us god the son
redeemer of the world have mercy on us something sacred is holy devoted to a religious
ceremony or simply worthy of awe and respect jerusalem is a sacred place for many
religions just as fenway is a sacred place for red sox fans whether or not man is now
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in a new situation for developing structures of ultimate values radically different
from those provided in the traditionally affirmed awareness of the sacred is a vital
question 1 consecrated to or belonging to the divinity or a deity holy 2 of or
connected with religion or religious rites a sacred song 3 regarded with the respect or
reverence accorded holy things venerated hallowed 4 set apart for and dedicated to some
person place purpose sentiment etc west yellowstone mont ap in a gathering near a
picturesque lake outside yellowstone national park hundreds of people cheered wednesday
as a native american leader spoke the name revealed on a painted hide for a rare white
buffalo that was born in the park earlier this month wakan gli which means return
sacred in lakota
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sacred definition meaning merriam webster May 27 2024 the meaning of sacred is
dedicated or set apart for the service or worship of a deity how to use sacred in a
sentence
sacred definition history characteristics facts Apr 26 2024 sacred the power being or
realm understood by religious persons to be at the core of existence and to have a
transformative effect on their lives and destinies other terms such as holy divine
transcendent ultimate being or ultimate reality mystery and perfection or purity have
been used for this domain
the solemnity of the sacred heart of jesus a deep dive into Mar 25 2024 the solemnity
of the sacred heart of jesus which falls on the friday following the octave of corpus
christi is a significant feast in the catholic church in 2024 this solemnity is
celebrated on june 7
guardians of the sacred ethiopian orthodox monks on Feb 24 2024 on the sacred grounds
of ura kidane mihret aba gebresilase abebe donning a humble black robe and traditional
monk s hat found peace under a shaded tree he is one of the monks who has spent
sacred definition meaning dictionary com Jan 23 2024 pertaining to or connected with
religion secular or profane sacred music sacred books reverently dedicated to some
person purpose or object a morning hour sacred to study synonyms consecrated regarded
with reverence the sacred memory of a dead hero
sacred rituals beliefs practices britannica Dec 22 2023 the sacred appears in myths
sounds ritual activity people and natural objects through retelling the myth the divine
action that was done in the beginning is repeated the repetition of the sacred action
symbolically duplicates the structure and power that established the world originally
sacred beliefs rituals practices britannica Nov 21 2023 the sacred by definition
pervades all dimensions of life within the kind of religious apprehension that is
expressed in sacred myth and ritual however there is a special focus on time place
cosmos and active agents heroes ancestors divinities
sacred english meaning cambridge dictionary Oct 20 2023 considered to be holy and
deserving respect especially because of a connection with a god sacred relics temples
this area is sacred to the apaches c1 connected with religion sacred music writings c2
considered too important to be changed his daily routine is absolutely sacred to him
tribes honor the birth of rare white buffalo and reveal its Sep 19 2023 looking horse
is spiritual leader of the lakota dakota and the nakota oyate in south dakota and the
19th keeper of the sacred white buffalo calf woman pipe and bundle he describes the
white
sacredness wikipedia Aug 18 2023 sacred describes something that is dedicated or set
apart for the service or worship of a deity 1 is considered worthy of spiritual respect
or devotion or inspires awe or reverence among believers the property is often ascribed
to objects a sacred artifact that is venerated and blessed or places sacred ground
litany of the sacred heart of jesus ewtn Jul 17 2023 almighty and eternal god look upon
the heart of thy most beloved son and upon the praises and satisfaction which he offers
thee in the name of sinners and to those who implore thy mercy in thy great goodness
grant forgiveness in the name of the same jesus christ thy son who livest and reignest
with thee forever and ever amen
sacred wiktionary the free dictionary Jun 16 2023 sacred comparative more sacred
superlative most sacred characterized by solemn religious ceremony or religious use
especially in a positive sense consecrated made holy
sacred heart of jesus ewtn May 15 2023 the sacred heart is the actual heart of christ
and also indicates his love for humanity the catechism of the catholic church says the
prayer of the church venerates and honors the heart of jesus just as it invokes his
most holy name
a sacred boulder stolen to honor kansas settlers was finally Apr 14 2023 the kaw
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rematriated a part of its kansas heritage over the weekend a sacred rock they call
grandfather that they had to leave behind when the tribe was forcibly relocated to
oklahoma on
the sacred tower painting location elden ring guide ign Mar 13 2023 the sacred tower
painting location there are several special paintings you can discover while playing
elden ring shadow of the erdtree finding one of these paintings requires you to solve a
litany of the sacred heart catholicity com Feb 12 2023 this amazing bestseller will
change your life only 1 pray with catholics everywhere to save america litany of the
sacred heart lord have mercy christ have mercy lord have mercy christ hear us christ
graciously hear us god the father of heaven have mercy on us god the son redeemer of
the world have mercy on us
sacred definition meaning synonyms vocabulary com Jan 11 2023 something sacred is holy
devoted to a religious ceremony or simply worthy of awe and respect jerusalem is a
sacred place for many religions just as fenway is a sacred place for red sox fans
sacred religion beliefs rituals britannica Dec 10 2022 whether or not man is now in a
new situation for developing structures of ultimate values radically different from
those provided in the traditionally affirmed awareness of the sacred is a vital
question
sacred definition and meaning collins english dictionary Nov 09 2022 1 consecrated to
or belonging to the divinity or a deity holy 2 of or connected with religion or
religious rites a sacred song 3 regarded with the respect or reverence accorded holy
things venerated hallowed 4 set apart for and dedicated to some person place purpose
sentiment etc
tribes honor the birth of a rare white buffalo calf in Oct 08 2022 west yellowstone
mont ap in a gathering near a picturesque lake outside yellowstone national park
hundreds of people cheered wednesday as a native american leader spoke the name
revealed on a painted hide for a rare white buffalo that was born in the park earlier
this month wakan gli which means return sacred in lakota
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